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October 2001: Rohan Issue: Illus. "Felarof" by Carol Palmer; "Burial Song of Theoden" calligraphy by Norma Roche; "King Théoden", "Riders of Riddermark", & "Éowyn·Princess of Rohan" by Ryszard Derdzinski; "Éowyn and Merry" by David Cremona; "Dernhelm and Merry - Riders of Rohan" by Jakob Ryngen; "Éowyn and Théoden" by Christine Lowentuent; "Éowyn" by Arwen (Kim Harmsen); "Faramir and Éowyn" by Nathalie Kowalski; "The Battle of the Pelennor Fields" by Therese Anita Bur; "The Death of Helm" by George Dunn. Poems "Riders of Rohan" by Matthew Anish, "The Lay of Éowyn" by Cremona. "Éowyn" by Tonja Goldblatt, "Éowyn and a Woman's Place" by Per Gunnar Hillelsy. Editorial. Publications, Letters, News. "Tolkien Events Past". 12 pp.


PUBLICATION HIGHLIGHTS OF THE THIRD DECADE

2001: International postal rate increase. Much experimentation. From June onwards overseas issues printed on lighter-weight paper.


C. 2002: "Beyond Bree" website.

October 2007: First e-mail Roster.

June 2008: First electronic "Beyond Bree".

October 2008: All issues are printed on printed on lighter weight paper and mailed in envelopes.

July 2009: Return address no longer printed on page 12, leaving more space for text.

Fall 2009: "Beyond Bree" Calendar published for 2010, the first in colour. A colour calendar is produced for 2011.

Because there are so many reference to Peter Jackson's films, the following abbreviations are used:
The Lord of the Rings: LOTR. The Fellowship of the Ring: FOTR. The Two Towers: TT. The Return of the King: ROK.
Thus The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring Visual Companion would be LOTR: FOTR Visual Companion.

Most issues are originals. Issues from June 2001 through September 2008 include some on lighter weight paper; all issues from October 2008 onwards are printed on lighter weight paper.